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1 This is an up-dated version of the introductory chapters from the first two editions of the guide. Thus, the authors 
are grateful to the current editorial team for Politics (Martin Coward, Michael Barr, Emily Clough, and Valentina 
Feklyunina) as well as the former editorial team (Jane Duckett and Paul Graham). Earlier versions of this chapter 
also benefitted from comments provided by Anke Schmidt-Felzmann, Craig Smith, Stephen White and Kerri-Anne 
Woods at the University of Glasgow. The current version was strengthened by comments from Peter Eckersley, 
Craig Johnson, Sobia Kaker, Cahir O’Doherty, Sarina Theys, and Andrew Walton at Newcastle University.

2 For more on the Research Excellence Framework and how it relates to the evaluation of Politics and International 
Studies in the UK, please see HECFE (2012) ‘Part 2c: Main Panel C Criteria’

Introduction1

Publishing is important in the disciplines of politics and international studies. Professional 
pressures are such that one must publish both early and well. This short guide is intended to 
provide both general advice and some specific recommendations about how to do so. It is 
important to bear in mind that publishing is a very personal activity. It is undertaken for different 
reasons and to realise different objectives. This guide, therefore, does not seek to be prescriptive. 
Rather, it aims to provide useful information on why and how to publish, so that you can make 
informed decisions that best reflect your professional goals and ambitions. It is intended primarily 
for PhD students and ‘early career researchers’ (ECRs), although its advice should be relevant to all 
academics in the disciplines of politics and international studies. Given that the Political Studies 
Association and its journals are based in the United Kingdom, much of the discussion will reflect 
this national academic context. However, most of the information here can be subject to wider 
application. Therefore, it is important to discuss your publication strategy with your supervisors 
and/or mentors as a general guide cannot offer appropriate strategic advice to deal with all 
individual circumstances.

This opening chapter discusses the benefits of publishing and considers the main forms of 
publication. The second chapter focuses on publishing research articles in journals, while the third 
by Martin Smith and Mark Wenman considers review articles. The fourth chapter by Nicola Parkin 
explores publishing monographs, with a focus on converting a PhD thesis into a book. The fifth 
chapter by Peter Geoghegan discusses how to write research based material for non-academic 
audiences while the sixth by Patrick Dunleavy and Jane Tinkler explores research impact. The 
seventh chapter by Meera Sabaratnam outlines using social media and the final chapter by Lee 
Jones provides an overview of open access publishing.

Why Publish?
Regular scholarly publication in peer-reviewed outlets throughout the course of a career has 
become the expectation for researchers in higher education. Successive rounds of government 
mandated research assessment in the UK – the most recent being the Research Excellence 
Framework (REF) 2014 – use publications as a key measure of research excellence to form the 
basis for allocating discretionary funding to universities2. Departments are therefore keen to 
recruit people who are research active – i.e., publishing in high quality peer-review outlets and 
engaging with broader audiences – because the performance of these individuals potentially 
contributes to an important source of institutional prestige and a discretionary income stream. 
Although research assessment processes have made allowances for ‘new entrants’ to the 
profession, departments generally prefer to hire colleagues with clear track records of publication. 
The logic is that there is no better indicator of the ability to publish in the future than already 
having successfully published work previously. Thus, publishing is very much a pre-requisite for 
PhD students and young academics wishing to enter the UK job market. Even in other national 

http://www.ref.ac.uk/media/ref/content/pub/panelcriteriaandworkingmethods/01_12_2C.pdf
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jurisdictions where government-led managerial interventions into the research process may be 
less pronounced, publication records are displacing more fuzzy measures as the shrinking market 
for tenure-track positions becomes increasingly competitive. The bottom line is that, whatever 
the academic culture, it is better to publish well than not.

Beyond employment considerations, there are significant intellectual benefits to publishing. First, 
publication remains the best way to share your research findings and engage in academic debates 
within your field of study. It is only by publishing that people beyond your peers, students and 
supervisors will learn of your research, ideas and insights. Publishing is one of the most important 
ways you can contribute to the discipline.

Moreover, the very process of publishing is also a valuable learning experience. It forces you to 
explain your ideas to others who, unlike your supervisors, are not intimately aware of what you are 
trying to achieve. In addition, you can get valuable feedback from referees’ reports. These reports 
will not always be positive, supportive, or even well-mannered. Most though are constructive and 
will help you to strengthen your paper. Even less constructive reviews can at least flag potential 
issues with, or misinterpretations of, your work that you can seek to pre-empt in a future draft. 

The implication should be clear. Doctoral students who wish to pursue an academic career need 
to be seeking to publish even while working on their theses. But given that the typical British 
doctoral programme is only three to four years in length, a difficult balancing act is required. 
On the one hand, a thesis must be completed in good time as it is also a pre-requisite for the 
academic job market. On the other hand, publications are an important element of being a 
competitive academic job candidate. As the preceding discussion suggests, by submitting work 
that has been adapted from your doctoral research, completing the thesis and publishing can 
be complementary. In fact, so long as there are findings that make an original contribution to 
your topic area, students can try to spin out thesis chapters into journal articles or book chapters 
as they go along. This will provide additional feedback as the thesis project develops, indicate 
that aspects of the thesis are indeed publishable – often a criterion for passing a doctoral viva 
in the UK – and allow you to enter the job market with one or two publications in hand – or at 
least in the pipeline. Plus, timelines in academic publishing are very often measured in months 
– if not years – from initial submission until final publication. In order to maximize the benefits 
of publishing and to minimize the distraction from the pursuit of the doctorate, however, you 
should seek to only publish pieces that can be relatively easily adapted from your thesis.

In what form to publish?
Academic publishing comes in many forms of outputs such as books, journal articles – including 
research articles, research notes, and review articles – and book chapters in edited volumes. 
All have their benefits and drawbacks. Rightly or wrongly, some forms of publication are more 
highly valued than others. While the quality of the material published should be what matters, 
the reality is that colleagues – including university hiring committees – often take the form in 
which something is published as a proxy measure of its quality. The proxy value is based largely 
on how rigorous the peer review process is assumed to be. Moreover, there is a significant degree 
of variation in the assumed quality of specific outlets within these different forms of publication. 
For example, with journals, assessments of quality can be based on quantitative measures (e.g., 
impact factors, h-scores, or rejection rates), the type (e.g., disciplinary association, generalist, 
specialist, American-based, European-based, or the language of publication) and/or perceptions 
of prestige that could generously be described as ‘impressionistic’. 

With the emergence of open access publishing, the last few years has also witnessed the 
beginning of distinctions being made in terms of an outlet’s wider accessibility. Accessibility is 
shaping both the terms under which funders provide research grants as well as eligibility for 
future research evaluation exercises in the UK. Open Access (OA) has thus become yet another 
consideration in the publishing process and is discussed in further detail in chapter 8.
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For the purposes of delineation, the discussion below will be divided into two forms of publishing 
academic research: traditional and contemporary. Traditional forms are those most commonly 
identified as academic publishing. Contemporary forms of publishing reflect both the recent 
importance attached to ‘engagement’ and ‘impact ‘in the UK higher education research context 
as well as the emergence of digital technologies that are transforming how information is shared 
and platforms researchers use for communication. 

Traditional forms of academic publishing
In politics and international studies, the monograph (an authored rather than edited, research-
based book) remains the gold-standard publication, though this may vary for some sub-fields.3 
This status reflects the effort involved, the demands of sustaining a substantiated argument, the 
scope of the research undertaken, and the fact that monographs are subject to peer review – or 
‘refereeing’. The perceived rigour of the publishers’ refereeing policy is the key to how highly-
regarded the publisher will be. Generally, university presses – particularly those based out of 
Oxbridge and the Ivy League – are considered to be top tier outlets followed by commercial 
presses. However, there are marked differences within sub-fields and national jurisdictions 
regarding the perception of publishers. Moreover, some presses may offer advantages in terms of 
their audiences, global distribution networks, marketing, indexing, pricing, and even production 
– e.g., simultaneous paperback publication is now uncommon – that can shape the best choice 
for you depending on your goals. Given the importance of the monograph, it is important to try 
to publish your PhD thesis. Chapter 4 by Nicola Parkin provides guidance on how to do this.

Second in the perceived hierarchy is the refereed journal article. Again, their higher status is based 
on the perception that rigorous peer review ensures higher quality content than other forms 
of publishing. Journal quality may also be judged in terms of the frequency with which articles 
published in an outlet are cited by other academic publications. Indices like the Thomson-Reuters 
SSCI index, Google Scholar, and Scopus provide various forms of citation data that are used as 
proxies for quality in some quarters. As an ECR, it is important to be familiar with them for the 
purposes of being able to present ‘objective’ evidence of the quality of the outlets in which you 
have published and the academic impact of your research for the job market, potential research 
funders and tenure and promotion committees.

A unique advantage of journal articles is that they are more likely to be widely-read4. This has much 
to do with the time constraints of academic life. Journals, especially those of learned associations, 
may land on academics’ desks, though this is becoming less frequent as many journals switch to 
publishing online only. However, their tables of contents appear in email in-boxes and articles 
are readily turned up by search engines, making titles and keywords increasingly important (see 
chapter 6). This greater visibility is a huge advantage over book chapters (see below), which might 
be buried in a volume that is not directly of interest to your target audience or that proves quite 
expensive to acquire. 

Journal articles – from the writer’s and the reader’s point of view – also have the advantage of 
being much shorter than books. Many authors publish the condensed argument of their book in a 
journal article. Journal articles also generally experience faster turnaround times from submission 
to publication than books. Both the quality signalling effects and the profile effects are greater the 
more prestigious the journal. Chapter 2 provides guidance on publishing journal articles while 
chapter 3 discusses review articles.

3 See, for example, the BISA/PSA response to the DfES consultation on Reform of Higher Education Research 
Assessment and Funding, 2006; and Richard Rhodes, ‘Writing a Book is Good for You,’ PSA News, September 2009, 
p. 18.

4 For example, PSA journals are available at 8,900 institutions around the world.
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Book chapters are similar to journal articles in terms of length. They differ, however, in that they 
tend to be solicited and tend not to be subject to as stringent peer review. As a consequence, it 
is common for colleagues and hiring committees not to rate book chapters as highly as journal 
articles. Again, this reflects the shortcut of using the type of outlet as an indicator of quality, rather 
than an actual assessment of the specific piece of work. Some book chapters are excellent and, 
particularly with diligent and engaged editors, may be put through a more rigorous screening 
process than many journal articles. Regardless of individual cases, the general perception of 
inferiority still remains, with data from REF 2014 showing that book chapters in politics and 
international studies were far less likely to be awarded 4* than books or journal articles. Therefore, 
you need to be aware of these perceptions and the REF context.

In addition, as noted above, book chapters may not connect as effectively with your target 
audience as a journal article. To be fair though, there are edited volumes that are ‘must-reads’ in 
a field or subfield. Such volumes are usually edited by, or bring together, the leading scholars in 
the area and/or are published as part of an established and respected series that is highly visible 
in the field. Chapters in such volumes may receive much more attention than articles in journals. 
Moreover, some edited volumes grow out of workshops in which there are intense, substantive 
discussions among the contributors. Such exchanges and connections are extremely valuable in 
their own right and contribute to the quality of the overall volume. Because book chapters tend 
to be solicited and are similar in form to journal articles, we have not included a separate chapter 
on how to publish them.

One way to begin to publish is through book reviews5. Writing book reviews (or the shorter book 
notes) does not carry great cachet in politics and international studies, but it is a way to gain 
experience of the mechanics of the publication process. Moreover, you get a free copy of the 
book that you review. While providing an important service to the discipline, book reviews are 
not understood to be research articles. Only do reviews for books (especially the expensive ones) 
that you want to read for your own work. 

Review articles are different from book reviews. They are discussed by Mark Wenman and Martin 
Smith in Chapter 3. Review articles examine literature related to a concept, theoretical framework, 
method, or empirical area in order to present an argument about the state of the art for the field, 
current limitations, and future directions for research6. They may be substantial articles of up to 
12,000 words in length or shorter focussed pieces that concentrate on a set of books/articles or a 
particular article/book. Such reviews are widely read and are often extensively cited. Because of their 
more reflective nature, they also provide scope for the author to make a substantive contribution. 
However, in the guidance provided in the run-up to the last REF, HEFCE made it clear that:

sub-panels will accept the submission of review articles only where they contain a significant 
component of unpublished research or new insight. Such outputs will be judged only on original 
research or new insights reported (emphasis in original).7 

This explicit singling out, uncertainty over how these criteria might be determined in practice, and 
the general risk adverse approach to REF submissions means that review articles have tended not 
to carry as much status as conventional journal articles. Still, the very best ones can be extremely 
insightful and make a significant intellectual contribution. 

5 For a recent example, see the following from Political Studies Review. 

6   For an example, see Jonathan Grix (2013) ‘Sport Politics and the Olympics’ Political Studies Review 11(1),  
pp. 15-25. 

7  HEFCE (2012) ‘Panel Criteria and Working Methods’ p. 44. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1478-9302.12073_15/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1478-9302.12001/full
http://www.ref.ac.uk/media/ref/content/pub/panelcriteriaandworkingmethods/01_12.pdf
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Contemporary Forms of Publishing
In addition to the traditional means through which researchers have shared their work with other 
members of the academic community, forms of publication aimed a wider audience are now 
seen as important aspects of a well-rounded publishing portfolio. This, in part, reflects recent 
changes to how the social role of the university is being understood. Successive governments 
in the UK have sought to channel research towards solving immediate challenges identified by 
the state, pressure groups, and commercial interests. These functional and utilitarian preferences 
– with research being envisioned as a technocratic problem-solving tool – have greatly shaped 
the research landscape in the UK. This has led to the inclusion of measures like impact in the REF 
and the sector wide push towards engagement – envisioned primarily as a pathway for impact.8 
However, the growing importance attached to publications intended for a general audience is 
also in part a reflection of feelings held by many academics themselves that advanced research 
ought to be made accessible to as wide an audience as possible. While this sentiment has 
motivated many working within the open access movement, it has also begun to change the ways 
that researchers seek to distribute their work, including practices of ‘triple writing’.9 Newspaper 
opinion editorials and magazine articles remain venues for academics to share findings and views 
supported by evidence-based research. Disciplinary associations such as the PSA have developed 
their own in-house magazines like Political Insight aimed at the general public – including 
school students – in order to raise the profile of the discipline and individual researchers within 
broader constituencies. Blogging and tweeting about research-whether for globally recognised 
sites like the Huffington Post, disciplinary association blogs, groups blogs like The Disorder of 
Things, or individual research blogs – are other ways that academics are attempting to reach a 
wider audience and share their research findings. These forms of dissemination reach academics 
too. As a recent World Bank study concluded, research articles that are blogged tend to result in 
higher levels of readership than those articles not circulated through social media.10

While forms of publication aimed at the general public and practitioners have an important role 
to play, there is an essential caveat that should not be forgotten: no matter how high-profile the 
venue and no matter how much public/media attention an op-ed, magazine article, or blog post 
might receive, it will not substitute for – nor be treated by colleagues with same level of respect 
as – a traditional form of scholarly publication. While there is a skilful art to correctly pitching 
research to a non-specialist audience, within academia, there remains a deeply engrained notion 
that the lack of academic peer-review equals an overall loss in rigour. Therefore, publications in 
non-academic outlets should serve to complement work appearing in traditional peer reviewed 
publications by sharing research results in a form that will make them more digestible to a 
potentially larger audience. They may also help to build up your own reputational profile and open 
doors towards consultancy and policy-influence, strong signals of impact according to criteria 
outlined in REF guidance. Thus, an ECR should be under no illusions that a blog post, op-ed, or 
magazine article will be perceived on par with a book chapter, journal article, or book. However, 
such publications are an important aspect of raising your profile both inside and outside of the 
profession. Chapters 5 on writing for a generalist audience, chapter 6 on writing for impact, and 
chapter 7 on blogging will provide more information and guidance on these forms of publishing.   

8 In the REF, impact is defined as an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy 
or services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia. See HEFCE (2011/12) ‘Assessment 
Framework and Guidance on Submissions’ p.68

9 Matthew Flinders (2013) ‘The Politics of Engaged Scholarship: Impact, Relevance, and Imagination’ Policy & Politics 
41(4), p. 632.

10  David McKenzie and Berk Özler (2011) ‘The Impact of Economics Blogs: Policy Research Working Paper 
5783’, World Bank.

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/%28ISSN%292041-9066
http://www.ref.ac.uk/media/ref/content/pub/panelcriteriaandworkingmethods/01_12_2C.pdf
http://www.ref.ac.uk/media/ref/content/pub/panelcriteriaandworkingmethods/01_12_2C.pdf
http://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/pdf/10.1596/1813-9450-5783
http://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/pdf/10.1596/1813-9450-5783
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Co-authoring
In addition to the issue of in which form to publish, another key consideration, particularly for 
ECRs, is whether or not to co-author. Co-authoring can be extremely beneficial. It can provide 
valuable training in how to write and get published – including how to respond emotionally 
and literally to referees. It can be extremely intellectually rewarding as you and your co-author(s) 
debate points and develop the argument. It can be very efficient, with each author contributing 
complementary elements to produce a whole that is more than the sum of its parts. And it can 
be a relatively easier way for a junior scholar to get published.

Caution, however, is required. As a junior scholar, you may be approached by a senior colleague 
or your supervisor with a co-authoring opportunity. It may be that this person, who gets asked to 
write many things, does not have the time to write it him or herself and is looking for somebody 
to do the heavy lifting. This may be worth it in order to get published, but think carefully about 
what is in it for you. The further the project takes you from your core research, the more wary 
you should be.

You also need to be aware of the need to establish your own intellectual identity and not have 
the intellectual credit for your own research blurred.11 Co-authoring as an ECR can produce mixed 
reactions amongst colleagues. For some, particularly those for whom co-authoring is common 
within their sub-field, a paper co-written with senior colleagues may be perceived as a strong 
indication of your intellectual bona fides: clearly you must be good if well-respected researcher(s) 
are willing to have their name on a piece to which you made a contribution. For others, a co-
authored piece can be seen as a signal that you have not yet fully matured as an independent 
researcher. Such a view may become more entrenched if all of your initial publications are co-
authored. Thus, like many things in academia, those predisposed to you and your work will likely 
perceive co-authoring positively while those less predisposed to you may view it negatively. 

When co-authoring you need to be willing to stand up to your co-author(s) if you are unhappy 
about the direction the piece is taking or the quality of what is written. Problems with the direction 
of the piece are best avoided by agreeing to a line of argument in advance. It is also important to 
establish a clear division of labour and timetable for delivery. To put it bluntly, you need to be able 
to rely on your co-author(s). Consequently, it tends to be easier to co-author with people that you 
know well and respect. Remember, particularly when writing with somebody more senior than 
yourself that the piece in question may matter much more to you than to him or her.

It is also vitally important that you have a frank discussion about the order in which your names 
will appear on the article and the percentage contribution of each co-author.12 This agreement 
should be confirmed in writing and it is in your best interests to keep several copies. Percentage 
contribution towards co-authored work is often required for national research assessment 
preparation processes and funding applications as well as for tenure and promotion. Without 
corroborating documentation, others – including hiring committees – will not be sure of the 
extent of your contribution which could lead to publications being significantly discounted and/
or declared ineligible. 

11 This can be managed within the text by, for example, inserting a reference to your thesis (even if still in progress) 
or other work.

12 If names are listed in alphabetical order via surname, the general assumption will be that all co-authors made 
an equal contribution to the published product. This may not necessarily be the case. Similarly, any deviation from 
alphabetical order may be interpreted as an indication of the significance of the contributions made by individual 
authors. Generally, when not presented alphabetically, the first name provided is considered to be the lead author 
with others listed in diminishing importance. It is also worth bearing in mind how the work will be cited.  
Will your name feature in a standard citation or will you be a part of the ‘et al’?
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Conclusion
Unfortunately, there are not always clear answers when it comes to publishing. Much of what 
will be most beneficial to you and your career will be context dependent on the national system, 
the particularities of your institution and/or the type of institutions in which you are seeking 
employment. Much is also dependent on what you are trying to achieve with the publication 
itself and your personal circumstances. Are you looking to establish a widely recognised proxy 
for the high quality of your research? Are you looking to engage with a specific audience within 
or outside of academia? Are you trying to build up a research network? Are you looking to 
maximise the potential exposure of your research to peers working in the same sub-discipline by 
contributing to an ongoing debate? Are you operating under specific time constraints? Are you 
attempting to demonstrate your ability to engage in a sustained research project with substantial 
findings? While ideally a publication will be able do all of those things that you need, the reality is 
that no one outlet – or publication – is likely to achieve everything that you desire. Thus, you will 
have to make choices about what is most important and the trade-offs you are willing to make 
for each potential output. As a part of this process, do your research. Talk with your supervisors. 
Consult with your mentors. And most importantly, design and implement a clear publication 
strategy that aligns with your career objectives. The rest of this guide is devoted to providing 
concrete advice about how to publish in politics and international studies.

 

Developing a Publication Strategy
The type and volume of publications required to be competitive for academic positions 
– or to be perceived as a successful researcher – is context dependent. It is not always 
a matter of having X peer-reviewed publications or an article in a very prestigious 
journal.  Increasingly though, academic hiring processes in the UK are being influenced 
by the Thomson-Reuters’ Social Sciences Citation Index list. Shortlists for entry-level 
lectureships at research intensive institutions are generally filled with candidates with 
at least 1-2 articles in SSCI listed journals, many with journals in the top quartile. Your 
strategy – if seeking permanent academic employment – must be to publish in the 
best possible outlets given your area of research and the audiences to which you are 
trying to connect.  You will need to create a bespoke plan about the elements of your 
thesis that could be turned into stand-alone articles, a list of journals you will target for 
each article (assuming that you may be rejected at points along the way), anticipated 
timelines, and compile a dossier of metrics that you could use to provide evidence of 
the quality of the outlet to a prospective hiring committee, funding agency, and/or 
manager. Remember that hiring committees are looking to employ future colleagues 
who will be able to meet the output demands of national research assessments every 
5-7 years with high quality submissions.  Jobs.ac.uk has prepared an ebook called ‘The 
Research Publications Planner’ which can help with developing your publication 
strategy in the short, medium, and long terms.

http://www.jobs.ac.uk/careers-advice/resources/ebooks-and-toolkits/research-publications-planner
http://www.jobs.ac.uk/careers-advice/resources/ebooks-and-toolkits/research-publications-planner

